The shuffle operation on strings is a fundamental operation, well studied in the theory of formal languages. Shuffle on trajectories yields a flexible method to handle the shuffle operation on two strings. In this paper, the shuffle on trajectories is extended to the string representations of Euler graphs and interesting results are obtained.
Parallel composition of words and languages appears as a fundamental operation in parallel computation and in the theory of concurrency. Usually, this operation is modeled by the shuffle operation or restrictions of this operation, such as literal shuffle, balanced literal shuffle, insertion etc. A trajectory is a segment of a line in plane, starting in the origin of axes and continuing parallel with the Ox or Oy. The line can change its direction only in points of nonnegative integer coordinates. A trajectory defines how to switch from a word to another word during the shuffle operation. Shuffle on trajectories provides a method of great flexibility to Example 1.5 Let G be the graph in figure 1. Figure 1 If the vertices of G are ordered as {v1, v2, v3, v4}, the corresponding PLF(G) is in figure 2. 
Notations
The set of nonnegative integers is denoted by N. Let  be a finite and nonempty set of symbols called the alphabet and *  denotes the set of all words over  , including the empty word λ. [1] The insertion operation denoted by , is defined as Let  be an alphabet and let t be a trajectory, ,
If T V* is a set of trajectories, the shuffle of with  on the set T of The trajectory t defines a line starting in the origin and continuing one unit to the right or up, depending on the definition of t. In our case, first there are three units right, then two units up, then three units right, etc. Assign on the Ox axis and  on the Oy axis of the plane. Observe that the trajectory ends in the point with coordinates (8,5) denoted by E in figure 3 , that is exactly the upper right corner of the rectangle defined by  and  , i.e., the rectangle OAEB in figure 3 . Hence, the result of the shuffle of with  on the trajectory t is nonempty.
The result can be read following the line defined by the trajectory t: that is, when being in a lattice point of the trajectory, with the trajectory going right, one should pick up the corresponding letter from , otherwise, if the trajectory is going up, then one should add to the result the corresponding letter from  .
Hence, the trajectory t defines a line in the rectangle OAEB, on which one has "to walk" starting from the corner O, the origin, and ending in the corner E, the exit point. In each lattice point, one has to follow one of the versors r or u, according to the definition of t.
Assume now that t is another trajectory, say [1] (i)
A set T of trajectories is deterministic if and only if (ii) (a) Catenation, balanced literal shuffle, balanced insertion are deterministic sets of trajectories.
(b) Nondeterministic sets of trajectories are, for instance, shuffle and insertion.
(iii) (a) Shuffle is a commutative set of trajectories.
(b) Noncommutative sets of trajectories are, for instance, catenation and insertion.
Shuffle operations on Euler Graphs
In this section we define string Euler graph, standard form of string Euler graph and study the shuffle operation on the family of string Euler graphs. The PLF(G) is represented in figure 5. The corresponding string Euler graph SG = a1a1a1b2a3b4.
Definition 2.5
Let G1 and G2 be two Euler Graphs and let their respective string Euler graphs be Example 2.6 Let G1 and G2 be two Euler Graphs given in figure 6. There corresponding PLF(G1), PLF(G2) are represented in figure 7. Therefore,
We notice that n ( There corresponding PLF(G1), PLF(G2) are represented in figure 9. 
Some algebraic properties
In this section, we investigate some of the algebraic properties of the trajectories associated with string Euler graphs. 
is not deterministic and commutative as observed in the below example which implies the proof of (ii) and (iii).
Example 3.4 Let G1 and G2 be two simple Euler Graphs given in figure 10. There corresponding PLF(G1), PLF(G2) are represented in figure 11. We observe that the above graphs are simple Euler graphs as given in the theorem 3.2.
